X-CAM-HR-3X
HD-SDI PTZ conferencing/Live Streaming camera
Model No

X-Cam-HR- 3X

Image Sensor

1/3 inch Exmor CMOS

Effective pixel

2.1 mega pixel /16:9

Horizontal Resolution

1080P30/25, 720P 60/50

Focal lenght

F=4.7mm(wide)-94.0(tele)

Signal standart

NTSC/PAL

Zoom

3x zoom

Horizontal view angle

Near-end 55.5ºFar-end 3.0

Gain control

Auto/manual

SNR ratio

1/1 sec to 1/10000s

Preset position

Remote-controller 9 preset
PELCO control support 255 presets

Pan/Tilt movement range

Pan 340º (Max Speed 80ª/S)
Tilt 120º (Max Speed 60º/S)

Control termial

RS-232, RS-485

Control Protocol

VISCA, PELCO-D, PELCO-P (RS-232)

Video output

USB

Noise Reduction

2D/3D

Work Temperature

-10º-50º

Work Humidity

-20-60º

Decoder

2400/4800/9600/19200bps

Address Set

1-255

Weight

1.7kg/3.5kg

Decoder

Built-in

Power supply

DC12 V/ 2A

1. Simply connect it to computer or your laptop through USB.
2. Choose a video conferencing software, such as Zoom or Skype for business.
3. Include everyone in the conversation and you're good to go.
USB 2.0 Series Video Conferencing Camera
It can be widely used in video conferencing, distance learning, telemedicine, teleconferencing, distance
training, distance interview, classroom camera, church camera and so on
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Features
Professional video conferencing camera for Business Meetings, you’ll feel like you’re face-to-face in the same room.
everyone in the room can be clearly seen in professional high-quality video with full HD 1080p camera
• Pan: 0 to 340 degree (max speed is 80 degree per second.Wide angle is 90 degree.), Tilt: 0 to 120 degree
Optical Zoom HD 1080p Camera.
• Support 328ft(100m) HD-SDI video transfer. HD-SDI PTZ conferencing/Live Streaming camera.
• 3x Optical Zoom
• Superior quality with full lens materials
• 2D and 3D NR for best video quality in different lighting conditions
• Preset: 9 Via IR remote setting (256 via Rs) Along with 340 degree pan & 120 degree pan & 120
degree tilt rotation at adjustable speed and fast & accurate focus to capture any view in conferencing
space.
equiped with a 1/3 inch Exmor CMOS with 2.4 mega pixel (16:9) and full HD 1080P output
resolution & a high dynamic image of 30 fps
Support multiple mount way: availble to install
on desk, motitor wall, tripod or up-side down.
Video output: USB2.0 Plug and Play, anyone can
easely setup this USB Camera and control conferencing/ LIVE Streaming.
Using multi-element 20x lossless optical zoom lens, with 55.5 degree wide angle FOV
Symply connect a PC or MAC to conduct a
meetings within the user´s own familiar computing
environment.
Conference Room Camera
Full HD 1080p USB PTZ video conference camera for Business Meetings. It helps to shorten the gap between your
Teams or clients.
Cameras for Hospitals and Healthcare
Using a high-speed and high-quality HD 1080p Camera, Telemedicine is evolving into an important tool in delivering
services to emergency departments (EDs) in remote areas.
Broad application compatibility.
Compatible with Zoom, Skype for business and OBS Studio.
Recommend using Zoom, polycom, Microsoft Lync, CISCO WebEx and skype for business as the conferencing software.
Support OBS Studio ( Open Broadcaster Software ) for livestreaming and video recording.
As Easy as plug and play.
Anyone in the office can easily setup this Video Conference Camera and control video meetings.
1. Simply connect it to computer or your laptop through USB.
2. Choose a video conferencing software, such as Zoom or Skype for business.
3. Include everyone in the conversation and you're good to go.
USB 2.0 Series Video Conferencing Camera
It can be widely used in video conferencing, distance learning, telemedicine, teleconferencing, distance trainin, church.

